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ABSTRACT

The problem of the scattered near fjeld of a sphere excited

by a uniform current loop is determjned us'ing impedance boundary condì-

tion (IBC) both in the frequency and the time domains. Approx-imate

expressìons for the scattered fields at'low frequency are derìved by

using proper approximation to the Bessel and the Hankel functions.

simpf ified expressions are obtained for both plane wave and dìpole

excitat'ions.

For an impedance sphere, the relationship between the response

waveforms and the physical properties of the sphere 'is discussed. A

sìmp1e approach for determination of the sphere radius and jts electrj-
cal propertìes from the knowledge of the scattered field waveform.is

devel oped.
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I

CHAPTIR ONE

i NTRODUCT I ON

1.1 Li terature Survey

A classical prob'ìem of practica'ì 'importance is the calculatjon

of the scattered fields resuliÍng from a plane wave inc'ident on a perme-

able sphere of fin'ite conductìvìty. The nesults depend on the materjal

as well as the electrical propertìes of the scatterer. The traditional

method to attack the problem of scattering by a sphere in the frequency

domain is to expand the incident p'lane wave field in spherìcal functions

pnesented by Stratton t1l

The probìem of scattering of electromagnetic waves from a

sphere with an'impedance boundary condition has been discussed by various

ìnvest'igators. The concept of a surface ìmpedance is, of course, not

new, and has long been used in varieties of electromagnetic wave calcula-

tions. During the 1940's, a considerable number of Russian papers were

published; and an attempt was made to take into account the electrical
properties of the ground by specifyìng an'impedance boundary cond'itìon

at 'its surface. This boundary condìtion is usually attrjbuted to

Leontovich and was descrìbed by himself in 1948.

The Leontovich orimpedance boundary condit'ion can be wrìtten

as (at the surface of the body)

E - (â . E)ñ ZñxH (t.t¡

where ñ is a unìt vector representìng outward normal to the surface

and E, H are the total electric and magnet'ic fields respectìvely, on

the surface of the body. The quant'ity Z is the surface impedance of



the body, desìgnated

(for time dependent
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as the Leontovìch

i urt,e)
ìmpedance and is g'iven by

(t.27

where u and e represent the permeabìl'ity and the permittivìty of

the body material, respectìveìy, and o' represents the conductìvìty

of the body.

Calculatjons of the far-zqne scattered fields by us'ing an

ìmpedance boundary conditjon in the frequency domain has been considered

by Garbacz l2l, l.lait [3,4], Senior [5], and Mitzner t6l Garbacz has

i nvest'igated a spec'ia I case of bi stati c scatterì ng from a cl ass of l ossy

dielectric spheres and has derived expressions foi the bistatic cross

sections of these spheres. using the same approach, lrJai t [a] stud jed

the probìem of scattering from spheres assuming various surface

'impedance boundary conditions.

Senjor has djscussed tie validity of us'ing impedance boundary

conditions and has shown that the method is valìd for surfaces whose

radij of curvature are large compared with the penetration depth and

for inhomogeneous materials whose properties vary sìowly from poìnt to

poìnt. Mjtzner has discussed the probìem of scattering from a body of

fìnjte conductivity by the formulation of two coupìed integraì equations

relating the effectíve electric and magnetic surface currents. These

equations were derived under the same assumptìons as those of

Leontovi ch.

In general, the scattering of electromagnetìc waves from a

sphere in the frequency domain has received consìderable attention, due
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to the fact that a rigorous solution has been known for a iong time.

In recent years the time domain approach to electromagnetic scatterìng

has received considerable attent'ion from many researchers 'in the field.

The first attempts for deriving t'ime domajn solutions to scattering

problems date back to severa'l years ago. Kennaugh and Cosgriff t10l

employed the physical opt'ics approxìmation to calculate the back scatter-

ed impulse response of a rectangular flat plate, a sphere, and a spheroid.

They assumed that the scatterer is a perfectìy conduct'ing body. They

improved thejr approximate low freQuency results by requ'iring that those

results satisfy the so-called moment condjtions. i,leston lI2l used the

Inverse Ldplace Transform of the back-scattered field to express the

pu'lse returned from a perfectìy conductinq sphere. The inverse transform

was calculated for the initiaì part of the pu]se returned usinq the

Tauberian theorem, whjle for the latter pant was gìven exactly in terms

of res'idues representing the natural oscjllations of spheres.

Rhenstein [13] described a technìque based upon the Fourier Transforma-

tìon of the frequency domain solution and computed the short pu'lse

response of a perfectìy conducting sphere. Additional work in tjme

domain calculat'ions of transient electromagnetic fields has been

reported by Feìsen t15l

In surlmary, there are two ìndependent techniques avaìlable

for solving transient electromagnet'ic probìems. The first of these

involves the computatìon of the frequency domaìn response of the struc-

ture, wh'ich ìs subsequentìy Fourier transformed to yieìd the desired

t'ime domain response. The second techn'ique ìs based on a direct formu-

lation of an ìntegral equatìon in the time domain and its subsequent

sol uti on.



I.2 The Problem

The scattering probìems considered ìn this thes'is are p'lane

wave and dìpole excitations il luminating a hìgh'ly conductìng permeable

sphere both in the frequency and the time domains. The solution is based

on an 'impedance boundary cond'ition. For homogeneous, hìghìy conducting

permeable spheres a simp'le expressjon at low frequency for the scattered

fjeld is derived" The objective of this work ìs to develop a sìmple

numerìcal method which can be used to study the time response of any

arbitrary.object.

In Chapter Two of this thes'is, an approx'imate express'ion for

the scattered far field from an ìmpedance sphere at low frequency is

derived. The util ìzation of thi s express'ion as an appl ication for

spherical target identificat'ion is discussed in detail in Chapter Five.

It is found that the impedance boundary condition methods gives good

accuracy compared with the classical methods used before. An approxi-

mate express'ion'is g'iven'in a simpìe form for the near fìeld at low

frequencies. It is assumed that a'loop excìtation at low frequenc'ies,

can be repìaced by a nagnetic dipole at its centre. The excitation

waveform 'is a puìse train of fundamental frequency fo = 500 Hz e

with 50% duty cycìe. (Experimenta'ì data for the near scattered field

is available for such excìtation from the Defence Research Estabiishment

Suffield. )

Chapter Four consìders the t'ime response of a highly conduct-

ing permeable sphere with the above type of excjtation. A sÍmp'le

approach is introduced where the time response of an'impedance sphere

is represented in the form of a series of compìex exponentials. The

coefficients of this expansion are obtained from the frequency domain
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analysjs of Chapter Three. In this approach which uses the surface

impedance boundary condition, the time response depends only on the

surface properties of the scatterer. The approach can be applìed to

any arbitrary object.

Chapter Fìve presents examples of the appl'ication of this

method'in both the frequency and the tjme domains. It is hoped that

th'is chapter provides enough information concerning the app'ljcation of

waveform response to the prediction of the target identifìcat'ion. In
th'is chapter the low frequency approximation'is appììed jn both the

frequency and the time domains to recover the unknown parameters of a

sphericaì target, such as sjze, electrical propertìes, and the distance

between the target centre and the excitation point, from the knowledge

of the scattered field.

The ideas presented in this work are summarized 'in Chapter

Six which also l'ist the contrìbution resultìng from the present study.

New problems arisìng out of this work are poìnted out and some sugges-

tions are made for their possible solution.
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CHAPTER TI^JO

FAR FIELD SCATTIRTD BY AN IMPEDANCE SPHERE

2.I Introduction

The computation of the electromagnetic scattered fie'lds by a

class of ìmpedance spheres, as demonstrated by Garbacz lzl and trJait [3,

41, has stimulated considerable interest'in the study of the methods

based on Impedance Boundary Conditions (IBC) One restriction jnherent

in the use of the surface impedance method 'is the requirement that

lz/zol ..1 , where Z is the surface impedance of the scatterer and

zo is the.jntrinsic impedance of free space l7l. From another point

of view' one of the requìrements for val'idity of the surface ìmpedance

boundary condjtion is that the radi'i of the body be ìarge compared to

ô , the skin depth.

In the following sect'ions the far-scattered field from an

impedance sphere 'is determined usìng this method. For a plane wave

jncidence comparìson between the IBC and the exact solutjons is then

presented for a ìossy dielectric sphere.

2.2 Plane Wave Inc'idence

I t 'i s the pu rpose

based on IBC for pìane wave

of this section

scatterìng from

present the solution

impedance sphere.

to

an

2.2.I Geometry

The geometry of

coordinates (r , 0, O)

common origin and common

the problem is defined 'in

and cartesi an coord'inates

poìar axis, as indicated in

terms of sphericaì

(x, y, z) with

Fi g. 2.I . The
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surface of the sphere js at r = a and the spherìcal polar coord'inates

are related to the rectanguìar cartesian coordinates by the transforma-

ti on

x = r s'inO cosQ ,

y = r sinO sìng )

z = rcos0

where 0<r<*, 0(0<n and 0<ô<2ir

(2.r)

2.2.2 Formul at'ion

For a plane wave incident from the direction of the negative

z-ax'is, the incident plane wave is defined by

Ei = i to exp(-ìKz) = i to exp(-iKr coso)

(2.2)

Hi = iþexp(-iKz) = iþexp(-iKrcoso)to to

for a tìme factor exp( 'iot ) and where 70 = I20r

For convenience ìn app'lyìng boundary conditions, we must first expand

the incident field in terms of sphericaì harmonics. This can be achieved

by utilizing the relationshìp t8l

exp(-iKr coso) = I (-ì )n(Zn + 1) pn(coso) jn(rr) (2.3)
n=0

where Pn(coso) 'is the Legendre poìynomíal , and jn(Kr) 'is a spher jcal

Bessel funct'ion, wh jch is related to a cy'lindrical Bessel funct'ion
'Jn*,-( 

Kr ) by
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t-
jn ( Kr) = /# rn*r( rr) e.q)

The rad'ial component of f i i s

ir] = cosQ sino E]

iE cosó æ

= - ,..,r-' I- i-n12n + r) 3n(rrl n](coso) (z.s)
( Kr)' n=l

where

e|(coso) = it Pn(cos0) is the assoc'iated Legendre polynomìat,

Jn{f.) = (Kr) jn(Kr) ìs a spherical Riccat'i-Bessel function.

(Note that the n = 0 term of the summat'ion drops out s.ince

nj(coso) = o.)

The total f ield components may be written 'in terms of potentìaì

functions Ar (TM) and Fr (TE) The electromagnetic field in terms

of A (magnetic vector potential) and F (electric vector potentiaì) ìn

free space is given by

f = -!xF+--!- VxVxAl(¡e
o

(2.6)

H - vxA+-1- yxyxF
1(jju'o

Letting A = A,^ û, , and F = F, û. and expanding equatìon (2.6),

whjch is expf icity



l0

r = l-r4 + rz) n'r ioe

-' :;' ';'" 
i 

'n'0"

tro - ¡slno ôO 'i,*J âr"do

c - 1 ôF,^ , 1 
"0,'O - F æ- 1 î.^r%sl no ãF-to

(2.7)

H- = -+ (l + xz)F"rlouo'ðrZ"t

f{ = 1 3\ + 1 u",
"0 rsìnO â0 it^-ruor ârâ0

u --i3\+ 1 u",
nO - r ðo r qsln6 ãrâo

The potent'ial function n] which gives rise to r| , is easìly found

to be t8l

j E^ cosQ æ

n] = + }f1 I. un3n{r.) nl (coso) (2.8)
'o n=l

wh ere

ã = 'i-n(2n+1t*n n(n+l )

By s ìmi 1ar procedure, i t 'is found that

. F sin0 æ ^ 1F] = + -o ---' 
I. un Jn(rr) n](coso ) (z.s)r

n=1

To determine the field components outside the sphere, we again

make use of A, and F, These potentials consist of two parts: one

part ìs contributed by the incident field (and which is given by



equations 2.8 and 2.9) and

ed fields. It is possible

il

the other part

to wri te

r,S

r

c
t- r

Cl ear1y, scattered potent'ial s A; and F;

jncident potentìals with 3n{fr) repìaced

Hankel functions fr(z)irr) Thus, for the

'i s cont.ri buied by the scatter-

(2.10)

have the same form as the

by the spherìcal P,iccati-

regìon r>a )

(2.i1)

^ - /lj r
h-ñ¡rr

- _iF=l-+rr

Eocos 0

kru'o

Eosì n0

--R-- (a i (Kr) + c' n n' '

æ

I (u^j-(rr) + o.ûÍ')(*r))n](cose)
nlt n n'

i
n=1

.ûÍt 
)(rr))nl(cose)

where bn and cn are coefficients unknown as yet and to be deter-

mined by an appìication of the boundary conditions on the surface of

the sphere.

For a good conduct'ing med'ium (most metal fal I s in th'is category),

the fjeld wil'l penetrate an effect'ive distance equa'l to the skin depth

ô , which js gìven by tBl

(?.r2)

l^lhen the radì us of curvature i s much ì arger than the sk'in depth, the

boundary of the 'imperfect conductor may be descrj bed by an 'impedance

boundary cond'ition (occasionally called a Leontovich boundary condìtion

in the I iterature). That is, the total fields E and H at the sur-

/2
Y uiuo
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lace are rel ated by

E - (ñ.E)fi z(ñ.H)

where 7 is the surface ìmpedance and

the surface.

I t i s now conven'ieni to use

ance bounda ry cond'i ti on to determ j ne

ìn equation 2.I Thìs requires that

of t and H at r = a be related

(2. 13 )

is a unìt vector normal to

the concept of the surface imped-

the coeffi cjents bn and Cn

the total tangent'ial components

as fol I ows

n

The surface impedance ìs given by

For a highìy conductìng

(?.14)

(z.is)

can be given by

(2. 16)

by comparison with the

and 2.14 , we obtain I4l

ìmpedance sphere,

1+i
oô

current being negìected

Usìng equatìons 2.7, 2.Il

with the dispìacement

conduction current.

- 7H
a

7H
Û

i-n(zn + 1)-- nf¡ +lJ

ì-n(2n + t)- nln + il*

F
ü

E
a

b
n

c
n

n

L
tt

I tJU

ic.lc + o

I(.t)1,

o

(2.17 )



l3

where

n

cn

where

P(o) =

fr(z)1rr)
n

^l ^
Jn(Ka) - jaJn(Ka)

ill',' (Ka) - i^iìlz)(ru)

n3n{ru) - iin{ra)
(2. t8)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

ûÍtl'(Ka) - iû!2)1ru¡nn

wr'th A - 7/7o bei ng the normal 'ized surface 'impedance. The prime

denotes different'iatjon w'ith respect to the argument.

It is particularly interesting to evaluate the scattered

fields in the radiation regìon. This can be done by introducìng the

asymptotic value [9]

-n+l exp(-it<r) as

It is now a simple matter to show that

-iE
E; - -Rf exp(-iKr) cos4 P(o)

= 
*tuo

Kr
exp(-iKr) sinO Q(o)E:

a

,'i, ff#ì+ 
'u,.

''ï, 
tîHì+ ",

åu ti(coso) +

Pn(coso)

-¿t

sinO ¡ uÍì

^ n](coso )
t-"n s'i n0

å6 tl(coso)lQ(o) =
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The IBC method normaììy provìdes a solut'ion with a relatìvely

good accuracy [4j Just how accurate the resu] ts are, is dì scusseC

below: Using the siandar^d boundary vaìue approach (not usìng IBC) the

far-scattered fìeld from a Lossy dìelectric sphere characterized by

.d , Ud and l; has been shown to be of the form [B]

e
Li

it-s o
'g Kr

+ exp(-iKr) coso u(ù)

where

and

'ì

P'(cos3)n' ' r
I

sl nt

(2.21)

(2.23)

exp(-Kr)sjnô V(Ê)

u(e)

v(0)

i,ffito.
n=l

(2n+1 ) ,^
ñGTTT 'rn

:u tl(cose)

Pl (coso )

-r

SI NU

(2.22)

Pl(cose))n'

+E

_dL-L ,^n dr

æ
_\'

n!l

3n{r,ou) 3n{roa¡ - a' Sniroa) 3n{r.oa)

g(z) (rou) 3n{rou) - r' n[2)tr<ou) 3n{rou)

¡ ^l ^ta Jn(rou) Jn(Koa) - Jn(Koa) Jn(Koa)
E

n o' ûlt )'( Kou ) in ( Kau ) - Ê,\') t roa ) in ( K¿u )

wi th

In this case to include
7

o = 10' mhos/n'i , a = l0

quency of .l000 Hz, the

effective permi ttivity

depth effect,

- 20 uo and

locdlo- r(J

sphere wì th

. At a fre-

) provides an

the skin

Crïl . ' U¿

quantity

OT

cons'ider a

td'to

t,., +9-r "ñ 1,,v ¡W
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c=oo .to

and a skin depth of

r
ô - /i:- = l.l25mm.Ì/ ulpd(J

The argument of the spherica'l Bessel and Hankel functions K,a is
o

compiex and has the value

Kdu = 2¡t(1-i)/7ñ

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show fhe comparison of the scattered field from a

Lossy dielectric sphere by using equation (z.zi) and by using IBC method

The close agreement between the two solutions is clearly evident.

. 2.3 Low Frequenc.v Scatterinq by an Impedance Sphere

Let us now consider the far field scattered by a small
'impedance sphere. Assume an excitatìon frequency of 500 Hz and a

sphere radius of l0 cm. (for whjch an experimental data ìn the tjme

domajn is available). using small-argument approxjmatjon for the

spherìca'l Riccati-Bessel functions as x -> 0 one obtains t9]

3n{*) .}+
(2.?4)

î(*l-+-l 3 5 ...(zn-l)
n' n

x

The far-scattered field can be obtained by us'ing only the first term of

equat'ions (2.19). considering on'ly E; , the scatterjng functÍon p(0)



l6

tso
uJ6
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U

Fig. 2-2

based on

Amplitude of

Equ. 2-2I (*)
E". Comparison between t.he results
and that based on IBC (x).
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becomes (Appendìx A)

P(5) = -1.5(Blcose+Cl)

where

-, ?Bl = j (Ka)"i

(2.25)

_t2ct = -i (Ka)'(1.5A-0.5(Ka)i)

and

A =,Æ/zo

The numerjcal results for the scatter'Íng funct'ion P(0) are p'lotted as

a function of 0 The basìc parameters are Ka and A

Fig. 2.4 shows P(0) for different values of A between 0

and 10-6 when Ka = i0-6 It is evident from the curves ìn Fìg. 2.4

that the back-scattering is much larger than the forward-scattering.

Fig. 2.5 shows the back-scattered field as a function of (l,a) for

val ues of A of 0 and 10-6
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CHAPTER THRIE

NEAR IMPEDANCI SPHTRE

CURRENT LOOP

I ntroducti on

The radiatìon field of a radìaì'ly directed electrjc dipol.e

near a conduct'ing sphere has been studied by Haffington [g]. In hjs

ana]ysis he has used.the reciprocity theorem to obtain the solution.

Fig. 3.2 shows a problem reciprocaì to that of Fig. 3.1 'in the sense

that the component of El in the direct'ion of ruz equaìs the compo-

nent of Ez in the direction of Ili In the next sections we have

solved the problem of near scattered field from an'impedance sphere by

the aid of the reciprocity theorem.

3.2 Excitation of a Sphere by a Un'iform Current Loop

3.2.1 Formul ation

The geometry of the problem is defined in terms of spherìcal

coord'inates (r,0,0) and the cartesjan coordinates (x, y, z) with a

common origìn (0) and a common polar axis as shown in Fìg.3.3. Thus

the surface of the sphere is at r = a , and is excited by a small

current ìoop carry'ing a pulse tra'in of fundamental frequency fo = 500H2.

To develop an analytical solution of the problem usìng

impedance boundary conditions, â Simplified geometry can be assumed jn

the folìowing manner. since the excitation loop is small at fo vúe

replace the excitìng loop by a magnet'ic dipo'le at the centre of the

transmjtting ìoop. The direction of the assumed magnetic dipo]e is

SCATTERED FIELD OF AN

I
EXCITED BY A UNIFORM

t

3.1
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1'

Fig. 3*i An inpedance sp:-ere anC a radially
clírected dipole. (0rigína1 problem)

Fig. 3' 2 iìeci;rocal pro-nlen"

77
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along the axis of the loop, Fig. 3.4. A solutìon for the scattered

f i el ci us i ng a magnetì c di po'le may be obta ì ned by usì ng the reci proci ty

relationshìp. This method is based on the fol low'ing equìvalence

prìncìp'le [ìB]: the recìprocity theorem states that the field received

by a dipole ìocated at far distances due to another dipoìe near the

sphere js the same as the field of the far dipoìe receìved by the

nearly dìpole.

3.2.2 The Incident or Primary Fields

Accord'ing to the equìvalehce prìncipìe, stated above we solved

the scattering of a plane wave by a sphere and evaluated the scattered

near field at a small distance 'b' near the sphere. This will gìve

the far fjeld of a dipole'located at a d'istance 'b' from the origìn

of the sphere. Usìng this far scattered fjeld, the vector potentials

for the scattered field can be generated and util'ized to compute the

near field of a nearby dìpole. Now, cons'ider a pìane wave travelììng

aìong z'- directjon with the magnet'ic field poìarized along the

x' - di rect'ion, F j g. 3.4 Thì s wave has the form

Hl. = fi exp(-iKz')x' o

= Ho exp(-ìKr'coso') (3.r ¡

The well-known theorem [5]

æ - J_(t<r)
exp(iKrcoso) = I^ in(Zn+l) fr-_ Pn(cos0) (¡.2)

n=u
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permits us to write

Therefore

(rl,)n = ,o 
nÏo 

ìn(2n+1, 'illl''' Rn(cosò) (3.3)

(3.7)

where Ho is the radiat'ion fìeld of a magnetic dipole ML = Si (where

S is the area of the loop and i is the current) and ìs g'iven by

-i o e^ (ML)
u - v exp(-iKr') (3.4)"o Arrt

(t;.,)n = coso' sino' (tl,)

H cosór ærrovvJv I i-nqzn*l)3n{rr'lol(cos0') (3.b)
iKZ r'2 nll '

The potential function Fl, , which gìves rise to H;, is easiìy found

to be

tri = þcosg' î unin{Kr')pl(coso') (3.6)tf , f¡g- "r".P nt=, 
..

where

ì-nl2n+l )un = -n(ìTll-

By a sim'ilar procedure, it is found that

Al, = þ sino' 
,,,Ï.' 

un3n{rr')p}(coso') (3.8)
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FIG. 3.5 An 'impedance sphere and a radi aì ly
dipoìe. (i) orìginal prob'lem;

(II ) reciprocaì probìem.

dj rected magneti c
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3.2.3 The Secondary or Scattered Fjeld

For the region r' > a it is possible to write

4", = Al, * A;,

Fr, = F;, * F;,
(3.e)

F;, = h coso' 
,.Ï, 

onûÍt)(*r,)n](coso,)

(3.10)

A:, = +sino, ï, .nûÍr)1rr,)nl(cose,)rKnll

where b- and c* are unknown coeffìcjents as yet to be determined.nn
The fieìd components may be written in terms of potential

f uncti ons A and F Expì ì c'i ty,

where the superscript s 'is associated with the scattered field.
clearly, A;, and F;, must contain the spherica'l Hanker functions

û(zl (Kr') in place of in{rr,) since the scattered field must

behave as an outgoìng wave at'infinity. Thus for the regìon r' > a )

FII - -l âF"'
"o' r' s'ino ' ð0 ,

,,I[ _ I ð2Fr'
ne' - ì{¡u-Tr ãF â0r- ,

'o
^L

-IT I d' r'
F__ 

= 
_'O' - r- ã-0- ' (3.11)

uII - I â2Fr'
"o' atTot '

uIT _ I tà'H;, = il¡; (ãþ + K2)F.,
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It is now convenient to use the surface impedance boundary

conditions such that the relat'ion between the tangential field components

at r = a are to be prescribed. Therefore on the surface of the

sphere with a surface impedance Z the relationshìp

EL = - ZHÏ,uv (3.r2)

(3.r3)

grves

Therefore

or

^r ¡2ðFr, _ 7 â'Fa,

ãO- - lr% ãrrã0î

- 7' ôFr'
i-,=-' r' -ouo âr'

(3.14)

ó

I, (unin(ra) + o.ûÍ') (*u))pn(coso')
r.ì= I

= *l- i (an3n(ra) +0.ûÍt)')Pn(coso') (3.15)
'o n=l

Because of the orthogonality of efi(cose) , we get

b _ _â ¡3;(ru)-i3n(ru)-n-anm) 
13'16)

where L = 7/Zo is the normal'ized surface 'impedance.

Usìng the reciprocity theorem, HÏ, evaluated at r' = b ,

0'= n-0, 0'= 0 must be equal to Hj at (r, o, O) Thus using

the relatìonsh'ip



HI, = (tJ., * t;,)n

, 
ü (#; + r')(Fl, * F;,) (3.r8)

the far scattered field of the magnetic dipore rocated at (b, o, o)

has the form

(r3)t = ;þ ,i,,-t)nn(n+r 
)oriÍt)(*o)pn(cos6) (3.re)

(Note that superscripts I, Ii refer to Fìg. 3..5 I and II).

3.3 Near Scattered F'iel d

30

Pi(cos(n-o)) = (-l )np;(cosO) t3.17)

and

To obtain the near scattered field the vector potentìal may

be constructed as

(3. 2r )

F; = 
ni, 

.n ûÍ')(*.)pn(coso) (3.20)

and then the far scattered magnetic field HO is

,,S - I utF;
no - î*J ãrão

The coefficients .n can be obtained by a comparison of the

expression given by equat'ion (3.21) as Kr * - with the correspondìng

expression for H; given by equation (3.1g). The distant scattered
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field can be found from the general expression (3.21) by usìng the

assymptotic formula [9]

ûÍt',Kr) * in+l exp(-iKr) ß.zz)

Therefore equation (3.21) reduced to

û; = i,h exp(-t*', 
n!.' 

inennl(coso) (3.23)

By equatjng this expression to (3.19) one gets

#J exp(-t*., 
ni, 

ineltcoso)€,.,,

iH_ æ

= 
*tË ,i, 

(-l )n n(n+ì )orûÍt)(*o)e](coso) ( 3.24)

where Ho ìs given by (3.4) and bn ìs gìven by (3.16). The result

is

.n =-i,H(zn+rtr{l¡(z)1ro) (3.25)

where ân is gìven by (3.7).

Therefore for r > b , the near scattered fjeld components can be

obtained in the form

H' = ffi '.,i 
(Zn+rrtfrûir),*or

'tÍ')(*")el(coso) (3.26)
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"S - -(tvlt t 
æ -b

n_ - --ìJ--d I n(n+l ) (2n+1 ;(-+)
' 4rb'oçuoa n=l on

" rÍt) (*o) . ûÍ','(rr) nl(coso) (3.28)

From a practical po'int of view, the near scattered fìeld may

be measured by a small receiving'loop such that the axis of the loop

lies along the z-direct'ion and its location is just above the trans-

mitter at a d'istance 'C' from the sphere centre. Now, the field
jnduced in the receiving'loop is due to Hr, which for small loops

is approx'imately equal to Hr [18]. Therefore for determìn'ing the

received signal, only H,^ is required. To s'implìfy the process,

equat'ion (3.28) could be rewritten in the form

'; = HH ni,,,n*, 
lr{rûÍ')r*or

. ÅÍ')(*.) nl(coso)

,,S - -MLH; = *F;JF Q(O)

Q(o) = î n(n+l )(Zn+l lfll
nll on

(3.27)

(3.2e)

where

" ûÍt) lru) . ûÍt)'1rr) nl(coso) (3.30)
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3.4 Low Frequency Approximations

When the 'incìdent field is a pulse trajn of 50% duty cycìe

and the excitation frequency, fo = 500H2 as shown in Fig. 3.6, it
can be represented by

.æ
Hr = I, Ar(moo) cos(murot)

n=l
(3.31 )

where

0 m even

A=
m

At this low excitatjon frequency fo , the low frequency approximatjon

can be used for a w'ide range of harmonics of the fundamental frequency

f^. At the above value of f^ and sphere rad'ii in the range ofoo
l0 cm., the near scattered field whjch ìs gìven by equatìon (3.29) bv

using on'ly the first term of the series, jn terms of xl = Ka,

x2 = Kb , x3 = Kc and [. = z/zo = A(l+i) Note that A is a

funct'ion of (o, u, o)

After the necessary man'ipulations (Appendix B) we fjnd that

(in the back scattered direct'ion 0 = n )

2 modd
m

Q = 
t*Î 

(yçtri-r-ãf (sR + i (A - xl )) (3'32)

where xl = Ka, x, = Kb, x, = Kc and

A = å/ro
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Fíg. 3.6 ExcitaÈíon waveform.
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In Chapter Five the results are used to determjne the sphere

size and physicaì properties using scattered field.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TRANSITNT SCATTERING BY USING

IMPEDANCT BOUNDARY CONDITONS

4.1 introducti on

The seatterìng of plane electromagnet'ic waves by a sphere

in the tjme domain has been considered by many 'investigators. The

scattering of short electromagnet'ic pulses by a conductìng sphere has

been studied by Kennaugh Ill]. The back-scattering of short plane-

wave pulses by perfect'ly conducting spheres has been jnvestjgated for

both near and far fields by Weston [12] bV using an inverse Laplace

transform. Illajt and Hill [14] have shown that the more genera'ì problem

of a spherical shell of arbitrary thjckness can.be treated by us'ing

an inverse Fourier transform.

It ìs the purpose of this chapter to explore the possìb'iìity

of computìng the transient response of a sphere wìth ìmpedance

boundary conditions using the frequency domain data. The 'interest

is in the back scattering of the magnetic field due to a small current

loop carry'ing a square wave of fundamental frequency fo

4.2 Formul ati on

The incident field again will be assumed due to

dipo'ìe, located axìal ly at the centre of the transmjttjng

incjdent wave is a pulse train with a 50% duty cycle at a

fo Therefore ìt can be represented by

a magnetic

coi I . The

frequency
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HT

æ

I A cos(mr¡ t)mo
m=l

where

(4.1)

(4.2)A=
m

m even

m odd
2

mlr

To compute the time response of the scattered field, it.is
assumed that the sphere and space combinat'ion is a ljnear system,

with the input s'igna1 H'i given by (4.1)

considering each term of (4.1) the correspondìng scattered

near field can be computed using equation (3.2g). Again we select
.,sH; as an approximation to Hz , which is proportional to the induced

current in the receiving coi1. To obtain the t'ime response the trans-

fer function of the linear system made of space and the scatterer must

be first obtained by normalizìng the scattered field H; by the

incident field Hl To compute the jncident magnetic fieìd, it 'is

assumed that the observation point (receiver coiì) is located just

above the transmitter coil at a distance 'c' from the centre of

sphere, Fig. 3.2 . The incident magnetic field can then be written

as (Appendix C)

Hltr) (ML),-iK(r-Þ)-l) 
exp(_iK(r_b))2niu,ruor , (r-O)

(4.3)
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The transfer function of the system has the form HiZH] where

H.1 and H: are g'iven by (4.3) and (3.29) at 0 = I and r = c'r r "

respectiveìy. Util'izing the transfer function one can then show that

the time response of the sphere ìs given by

F(t) = Re I. Antn(ìnt^ro) exp(ìnoot) (4.4)
m=l

where
HS

fn (inoo) = q
(4.5)

and An is given by (4.2).

Figures 4.'l to 4.7 show that the time response F(t) depends

strongìy on the location, s'ize and the physìca] parameters of the

sphere. It is evident that the t'ime response behaviour depends on all

parameters 'involved. However, to understand the behaviour of the

response we will discuss 'its dependence on each parameter separateiy.

Fìgures 4.ì and 4.2 show the dependence of the response on

the parameter 'c' , the location of the receiv'ing loop. The'initial

rate of decay js higher for small 'c' , but the response for small

'c' after the jnit'ial decay remains relatìvely constant. 0n the

other hand, the response for large 'c' continues decayìng until the

wave form changes. The opposite situatjon holds for the parameter 'b' '

the location of the transmittjng'loop. Fjg.4.3 shows that for large

'b' the response decays faster initially, but afterward tends to

remain at a relatively constant level.
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In Figures 4.4 to 4.6 the time response are shown for
different values of sphere radius 'a' These figures show that for
small 'a' the response decays faster jnl'tially, but afterward remains

relatìvely constant. in thìs regard, the dependence of the response

on 'a' i s sìmi I ar to its dependence on ,c,

Fina'lly, Fig.4.7 shows the dependence of the response on the

permeab'iììty of the sphere. The rate of decay jncreases as the perme-

ab'il ity increases.

By an examination of the experimental data supplìed by DRES

(Defence Research Establishment Suffield), where steel spheres were

excjted by square pulse trains of a fundamental frequency fo = 500 Hz,

it is found that the above calculated data agrees well with the experi-

mental resul ts.
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CHAPTER FIVE

APPL]CATiON OF IBC

FOR TARGET iDENTIFICATiON

5. I Introduction

In Chapters Two, Three and Four the study of the scattered

field from an'impedance sphere shows that a sìmple expression for the

scattered field can be obtained e'ither ìn the frequency doma'in or in

the time doma'in. Using those s'impl i f i ed expressìons, one can show

that the scattered field may be used to determ'ine the size and the

electrícal propert'ies of a scattering sphere. In the following

sect'ions, we d'iscuss the method of the determjnation of these

parameters by usìng avajlable data ejther jn the frequency domain or

in the time domain.

5.2.1 Pl ane Wave Inci dent

Consider an incident pìane wave wh'ich has a pulse train

wave form of 50% duty cycle and a fundamental frequency fo Such

a field can be represented by

E 
j = i, An(nro) cos(nr,rotl is.l I

n=l

where

0,neven
A=

n

2 .nodd
NT
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At low frequency excitation (e.9. for small

approx'imat'ion developed 'in Chapter Two can

of harmonjcs of the fundamental frequency

n = l0l, â = l0 cm, fo = 500 Hz we have

nKoa = I 0-4

fo ), the I ow frequency

be used for a wìde range

fo For example, for

(s.:¡

Ka

Bl and Cl of

Bl

and

ct

(l+i)A =

equat'ion

2x;
3-l

/7o

o(lo-6)

(2.25) coul d be

2
X--3-

approximated by

-23=3X'l (5.4)
2xiT--Z

X

2

- ìn(i + ir

2x-rxZ
33 2

! {sn -:*)

by (2.25)

In

ca

.'2x i
^(? 

- t)
particular, the

n be shown to be

I .54x2

- i(+. 
+)

scattering functìon P(0)

(for back scatterjng at 0

(5.5)

wh'ich ìs gìven

=r)

ReIP(r)] (5.6)

Im[P(r)] = -1.5 x3 (5.7)
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where Re and Im refer to the real and the imag'inary part of P(").

It is evjdent from (5.6) and (5.7) that, both x and A can be

determined from the measurement of P("). Because, the dependence of

P(ti) on A and x ìnvolves simpie functions, evaluatjon of both

x and A can be camied out for several harmonics. The measured

data can be used to determjne the average value for both 'a' and A,

that is the sphere radius and its surface impedance. In utilizing the

above expressions, calculations were made by using the computed

scattered.fields. It was found that equations (S.0) anO (5.7) can

y'ie1d the rad'ius of the sphere and the surface impedance A, within

an error limit of 5%. A sampìed computation of the radius 'a' us'ing

several harmon'ics of the incident field are shown in Fig.5.l. It is

interesting to note that the computed values are always smaller than

the actual values of a , and the computation error decreases some-

what as the order of the utilized harmonic increases. For a better

approximation, one can compute the radjus a using equat'ion (5.7) and

then utjlizing the exact express'ion for the scattered field to deter-

mine A. Thìs type of computatjon was found to give results to

within an accuracy of 1%. F'ig. 5.2 shows a sampled computat'ion of

A using several harmonics of the incjdent fjeld.

5.2.2 Current Loop Exci tat'ion

In this section the near scattered field wìth low frequency

approximation when an ìmpedance sphere is excited by a uniform current

loop ìs consjdered. In terms of xl = Ka , xZ = Kb , x3 = Kc and

Â = A(l+i) , equation (3.3?) can be rewritten in the form,
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oxfn
Re[Q ]

Im[Q]

Dividing equations

xrxr(x1 + 2A)

z xftn - *l)
xzçtr|r-zÃ)

(5.8) to (5.9), we obtain

3A
A-*r

(5.8 )

(s.01

(5.r0)

Comparing these expressions with those of the plane wave incident on a'

sphere given in equations (5.6) and (5.7), we note that the approxima-

tion'is poor in the present case. However, the nature of the expres-

sions are s'imjlar. Provided *z and *3 are known, (5.9) can be used

to determine *l approximately under the condition A .. ^l The

computed value of xl can then be used in (S.a¡ to determine A

Note that, in the present case of dipole excitation of a sphere,

addjtional unknowns xZ and *3 , ì.e. b and c 'in Fig. S.3, are

introduced. It 'is obvious that using the radial magnetic field, the

determination of all unknown parameters is not read'iìy feasible. It
may be possible to generate other ìndependent expressions from the

remain'ing field components to enable one to determine all unknown

parameters. Instead, in the next section, the time response of an

ìmpedance sphere w'iìì be used to determine all the above unknown

parameters.
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5 . 3 Ti me Doma'i n

In this sectìon, the transient analysis of an impedance

sphere excited by a unjform current loop is used to determine the

unknown parameters a, b: c, a, and Ur Using equat.ion (4.S)

the transfer function

fn(noo)
HS=f
H1r

(5.11)

(5.r2)

(5.13)

(¡.1+)

(5.15)

whích maybe approximated at 1ow frequency by

rn(naro) = ##(ra+i3A)
l.e.

and

Reffn(noo)J

Im[fn(noo)J

Re[fn(noo)J

Trt-ril"r/J

nu3 (.-o ) 
2

b3 .2

+3a2(c-ulA

b3.2K

=Ka
3A

Note that, again a can be obtained from (5.13) upon usìng the known

values of b and c In practice, both b and c are unknowns,

however since (5.13) depends strongly on (c-b) , an approximate value

for b and c can be obtained by either changing the height of both

transmitter and receiver coils, or by modifying the separation of the

two coils. However, equation (+.q) can be rewritten in the form
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F(r) [An Re(fn) cos(nurot) - AnIm(fn)s'in(noot)]
æ_r-L

n=l

from whjch we get

(5.16)

(5. l7 )AnRe(fn(noot) )

AnI*(fn(noot) )

T

F(t) cos(noot)dt

T

I

r1
T¿

-l
To F(t) sin(nurot)dt (5.lB)

where

Ztr/u'o (s.ts¡

and F(t) is the time response of the sphere. .These equations can be

utilized to obtain the requìred data from the tìme response'in order

to compute'a' and A from (5.13) and (5.14). Because the transfer

function f-(nr¡^) depends on al1 geometrica'l parameters a , b , andn' o'
c and the physical parameter A which js a function of o and ur

of the sphere, the tìme response'is d.ependent on all these parameters

as we discussed ìn Chapter Four. It, therefore, becomes evident that

a knowledge of F(t) ; 'i.e. the t'ime response, 'is not sufficjent to

determine the parameters of the scatterer by using the above approxì-

mate expressions.

The above mentioned difficulties are obviated by solving the

problem with a non-lìnear optimìzation routjne. The particular opti-

mìzation routine used in this work is called SIMPLEX [16], [li]
This subroutine finds the values of several independent variables
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f such that a given function (caìled the objective functìon)

these independent variables attains jts mínimum value.

The object'ive function we have used in thjs work has

(the error function)

(F(x,t.i) - 6(t,))2 (5.20)

U(x) of

the form

U = U(x,ti)

where

F(X,t) is the analytical tìme response,

f represents the unknown parameters,

t is an'independent variablê, ê.g.time,

0(t) is the measured t'ime response.

in order for equation (5.20) to represent a physica'r phenomenon, there

are certain restrictions on the unknown parameters in (s.lo); e.g. they

all must be real and positive. Incorporat'ion of these restrictions jn-

to the optìmìzation rout'ine makes it possible to select the physìca'l

possible solution and reject all other solutions of (b.20).

The user must supply 'initiaì approximat'ions to the values

of the independent varjables at the minimum, in'itial sìze of the

simplex, expansion, reflection, contraction factors and a subroutine

to evaluate the obiectjve function for any values of the independent

variables. The computer software for numerical solution cons'ists of

routines FIT, FIELD, and FUN The subroutine FIT determines a

function y = Q(t) which is satisfied by our sets of measured values

(V1 , t.t ), OZ, tù , etc, and which allows us to infer reasonable

values of y for other values of t, where we have no measurement.

n

I
j =l
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Least-square curve fitting method is used and the total interval T

is d'ivided into sub'intervalr Tl , lZ, ..., T g., for each of wh jch

Qi(t) has the form ßiexp(-ojt) , t e T, and i = 1, Z, 9.

Fig. 5.4 shows a an example of the interval divisions for an

available data measured by DRES.

The subroutine FIELD uses equat'ion (5. l6) to calculate

the time response of the scattered fjeld from a sphere by using the

impedance boundary conditions. FUN generates the object'ive functìon

u(X-, t)

Appìicat'ion of the software described on impedance sphere

with the available measured data by DRES results ín the folìowìng

val ues:

u=50,r
o = lo7 mhos

b = 10. cm.

a = 0.5 cm
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CHAPTTR SIX

CONC LUS i ONS

In this thesis the problem of electromagnetic scattering from

a highly conducting permeable sphere was used to study both the frequency

and the time domain response; using a method based on Impedance Boundary

Cond'ition (lBC). The method is justified by the fact that, at low

frequenc'ies of operation the sìgna1 penetratìon into the sphere js small

and a solution based on the surface propertìes of the scatterer is a

reasonable one. It ìs hoped that this study of an old problem from a

vìewpoint different than previous appraches will be of value ìn improv-

'ing our knowledge of the phenomena involved. Solutions are presented

for the electromagnetic field scattered by a sphere of arbitrary surface

impedance for both plane wave and dipole source excjtations. For a Lossy

dielectrìc sphere, good agreement between the solution based on IBC

method and that based on the class'ical method of the continu'ity of fields

at the surface of the sphere is obtained.

The low frequency approxjmation is used for the two types of

exc'itations to simpl'ify soìutions in the frequency domain. Thìs s'impìì-

fication is done by using proper approximation to the Bessel and the

Hankel functions. A simple approach for determjning the sphere pa.ra-

meters (i .e. the sphere radi us and 'its el ectri cal parameters ) i s 'i ntro-

duced. The result is useful for determìning the size of the spherical

targets and for est'imatjng their parameters. Generally the IBC method

is also appìied for any imperfectly conducting arbitrary-shaped body

'provided that:

a) The skin depth 'is very small compared with the radìus of
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curvature of the body and the wave 'length.

b) The radius of curvature is large compared w.ith respect to

the wave 'length.

c) The surface impedance of the body relative to the free space,

which ìs gìven by L = z/zo , has a magnitude very small

compared to unìty.

Usìng the frequency doma'in solutjon the tjme doma'in solution

is also computed. For a pulse train incjdent field, .it is found that

the time response behavi our depends. strongìy on a'l ì parameters 'invol ved.

Thus a determjnation of the sphere parameters from a singìe time response

data may not be, ìn general, feasible. However by us'ing non-linear

optìmization techniques one can determine the sphere parameters by mìni-

mizing the difference between the scattered field evaluated by the IBC

and that measured by an experìmentaì system

To conclude, further research is still needed to evaluate the

usefulness of IBC for solutions of scattering prob'ìems for other objects.

An important area of research would jnvolve the extension of this method

for time domain problems. currentìy, we are working towards the applì-

cation of IBC for ìnvest'igatìon of time response of impedance prolate

spheroi ds .
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APPENDIX A

APPROXIMATION OF EQUATiON (2.25)

In the scattered function P(o) which is gìven by

P(0)

the n=l term becomes dominant for small Ka

conducting sphere at low frequencìes we have

P(0) -?
ã (Bl coso + Cl )

.l.'tr.) - ja 3., {ra)re
^l ^
J., (Ka) - i J., (Ka)

where

_f_L
n=l ,2,... ffi rt,,.' (n|(coso)) + r.4S#) (A-r

d

dE.

Hence, for hìghly

Bl

cl

(A-2 )

(A-3 )

(A-+¡

oû{t)'1ra) - i û{t)t*ul

Using small-argument approximat'ion for the spherical Bessel functjon

and using

= A(l+i) where A = H /ro , we have

- i(r-,¡o$É2Ka
Br=

2Ka

for highly conducting spheres of radii in the range

and at a frequency of 500 Hz

-l-. - i(l*i¡n1(rg)2 * Jl(ra)z '\' '/"\ 3 Ka/

Ka = o(l o-4)

of 0.1 - I meter
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A = o(l o-7)

Therefore, one can negì ect A w. r. t Ka i n (A-4) , whi ch gjves

_t?Bl = f(Ka)"i

cr = J{ru)3 (3A - iKa)

and

(A-5)

(A-6)
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APPENDIX B

APPROXTMATT0N 0F EQUATT0N (3.3.2)

In the scattered functìon a( ) whjch is gìven by

Q(0) = I- (n+l ) (2n+l )û(2) (Kb)û12)'1rc)pn(cos0)
n=1 r2r...

3n{ru) - i^3n(Ka)

û[t , ' ( Ka ) - i aû[2) ( *u )

the n=l term becomes dom'inant at low frequencies.

Putting *l = Ka, x, = Kb, x, = Kc and A - (l+j)A, and

using small argument formula for the spherical Bessel funct'ion,

we have

. Xl * "l *9 ,o * ,]l:*r)-\
a(0) = o(jf +i ffl(-l)(+.-xr +2A t

= _o*1 , ^ _..3A+i(A-x1 )

4\TifÐ (-3 + o)(-r)(-l-=---- )

zxl
= ç4ar2a;- 

(sR + i(A-x'))
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (4.3)

For 7 directed electric dipole of moment r9, and of

arbitrary location, Harrington [B] has shown that the magnetìc vector

potential A, it given by

similarly for a magnetic d'ipole of moment ML , the electrjc vector

potential 'F, is given by

^ IL "-iklr-r'lA=nz - 4, IFFT-

r - ML .-iklr-r'ltz

E = -VxF

H - J- vxvxF'l(¡u

(c-l )

(c-2)

(c-3)

(c-4)

The electromagnetic field of the magnetic dipoìe ìs obtajned by using

the relations

and

Si nce F, = F, cos0

and

Therefore

FO = -F, sinO
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Al so

where

For

j:rsln0

Fr) k,

(rl^l )

#t'

V x Fl^.U

V x Fl'r

V x Fl,a

V x v * rl*

V x V x Flr̂u

V x V * f lr

0

0

l#r. l.J (r,0 )

= -l ð

rðr

(c-5)

(c-6)

(c-7 )

(c-8 )

(c-e )

H r

I,l(r,0) =
-l
r

AF
(rsino ¡¡- I

s'i n0 )

exp(-jklr-r'l)

't.-(vxvxF)](¡u 'r

llð
Tru *f.ã æ (t^t sìno)

. ðF

J= t-2coso *Z)lour dr

0=t we have

(ML )
=....',.....'4

2 i no¡rr


